EMIRATES SHOOTING EQUIPMENT

EMIRATES SHOOTING EQUIPMENT has launched its activity as a uniquely specialized
company in the field of Live Fire and Simulation Weapons Training Systems and Solutions to
meet all requirements in the United Arab of Emirates and The Middle East from training
systems in all military sectors, defense and security forces and commercial shooting range
owners.
We produce all training systems in our factory in Dubai using the most recent international
systems and techniques in this field.
We specialize in Live-Fire Shooting Range Systems and Solutions, Simulation Weapons
Training Systems, Operation, Management and Maintenance of Shooting Ranges,
Maintenance and Development of Traditional Shooting Ranges, Military Logistics Supplyi ng
for Training Purpose and Training Courses for Operation and Maintenance Staff in all Sectors.

Live Fire Training Systems

OUR MISSION

Providing an innovative environment for training and to serve all of the armed and the
security forces and all systems in all parts of the region through specialized group of
engineers and technicians with experience and high-efficiency in this aspect, and who may
invent the best solutions to weapons training, and working with integrity and professional.

OUR VISION

To be a source of inspiration to establish the infrastructure of military training in the region
and to provide the best services, where the company is using the latest technologies and
management systems through the recruitment of national talented cadres, and enhancing
the skills of our soldiers and protecting those who protect us.

THE EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN'S SPEECH

Emirates shooting equipment since its founding has played a prominent role in contributing
in the implementation of the strategy of the UAE to establish the infrastructure of military
training at the level of our armed and security forces and provide the best services, where
the company is using the latest technologies and systems management through the
recruitment of national citizens, and enhancing the skills of our soldiers and protecting those
who protect us.
We plan to continue to further excellence and leadership and prosperity seeks to develop
current projects and targeting more of new strategic projects to enhance the military skills
and capacity of our officers and noncommissioned officers and soldiers of our armed and
security forces under the leadership of our wise Government.
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